Reuben Davern

Home
I'm a designer who creates whatever crazy ideas come into my head and learns the necessary tools to bring those ideas to life. My main skills are in web UX/UI, graphic design and typography but I also have a passion for designing physical objects such as books and furniture.
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Almora Beyond the Horizon

I have been working with Almora Beyond the Horizon since September 2022. The work has ranged from creating and editing Mail chimp campaigns, website updates, designing a new logo, social media management and most recently creating an introduction video for Zoom classes along with editing the classes and posting to YouTube. New Logo: The team […]

Branding, HTML & CSS, Logo, SEO, Social Media, Video
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Lighten Up

Lighten Up is a transformative service provider based in Christchurch, offering life-changing services that can help you achieve your goals. Their experienced practitioner, Anne Caldwell, specialises in Havening Techniques®, Rapid Transformational Coaching, Harmonise Yoga, Energy Healing, Couples guidance, Discovery session, Self-Improvement, and One-on-one coaching. Anne had been mucked about with previous web designers and was […]

HTML & CSS, Layout, SEO, UI & UX, Wordpress
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Space 101 typeface

Introducing the first typeface by Azure studio, Space 101! Space 101 is a handcrafted chalkboard reminiscent typeface with irregular slender lines and a quirky personality. This typeface is perfect to add character and charm to bodies of text and heading where the slight imperfections tie your whole design together. The inspiration for Space 101 was […]

Font Development
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Canterbury Yachting Association Website

In late 2020 the Canterbury Yachting Association reached out to me about redesigning their website. I was provided with a brief on what the new site needed to achieve. It needed to have an interactive calendar where all events could be easily added to, display all clubs and class associations that are a part of […]

HTML & CSS, SEO, UI & UX, Wordpress
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Chokdee Thai Cuisine

Chokdee Thai Cuisine is a Thai restaurant in Motueke (Which is just outside of Nelson). The brief was to update the logo to look modern while also keeping the same aesthetic as the old logo but with a more mature feel. The New logo also had to incorporate the existing brand colours. The business cards […]

Branding, Layout, Logo, Print
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Funky Face

Funky Face is a small Cantabrian business that started making and selling face masks, they were after simple branding and a clean website. After consulting them on what type of branding style they were after I produced a few different concepts for them to choose from. As they were on a tight budget designing a […]

Branding, Illustration, Logo, Photography, Print, SEO, Wordpress
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Recipe Book

I love cooking and have heaps of recipes that I had bookmarked, printed out or sent in a chat. Because they were never saved in an easy to access and to use location I would inevitably lose or forget the recipe. I decided to create a place where I can easily browse, update and upload […]

HTML & CSS, Layout, PHP, UI & UX, Wordpress
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Discover Your Colour v2

After some contemplation I finally decided to digitise my final project from ARA.You can find that one here. Instagram story post.

Branding, HTML & CSS, Logo, SEO, UI & UX
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All Waggers Walks

I was approached to produce a simple modern logo for a dog walking business.The brief was to have a circular logo with a silhouette of a person and dog walking in the centre.After trying different variations and consulting with the client, it was decided that having a person in the circle was an unnecessary detail.

Branding, HTML & CSS, Illustration, Layout, Logo, UI & UX, Wordpress
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The Stereogram

This is the Steriogram that I designed and built using recycled wood and secondhand components.

Audio, Stickers, Wood Work
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Nintendo 64 game boxes

After recently purchasing a N64 I decided to recreate the game cart boxes as best I could as there were no digital files available that were of the quality and usability that I was after. I am still currently in the process of printing out the boxes on similar card to what they were originally […]

Print, Remastering
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